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FOUR NEW SHORT-PERIOD ECLIPSING BINARY STARSMACIEJEWSKI, GRACJAN; CZART, KRZYSZTOF; NIEDZIELSKI, ANDRZEJ; KARSKA, AGATACentrum Astronomii, Uniwersytet Miko laja Kopernika, Pl-87100 Toru�n, Poland;e-mail: gm,kzart,aniedzi,agata�astri.uni.torun.pl

Four new elipsing binary stars were disovered by the Semi-Automati VariabilitySearh1. Basi data for new variables are olleted in Table 1. The observations weremade at the Astronomial Observatory of the Miko laj Kopernik University in Piwniewith the semi-automati CCD amera equipped with a 135/2.8 telephoto lens. As adetetor SBIG ST-7 CCD amera with KAF 400 hip was used. All brightness measure-ments were made in near-Johnson V �lter. No transformation to a standard system wasdone. All given magnitudes are determined against omparison stars, whih estimatedV magnitudes were alulated from TYCHO-2 Catalogue (H�g et al., 2000) with for-mula: V = VT � 0:090(BT � VT ). Times of minima were determined with the Kwee-vanWoerden method (Kwee, van Woerden, 1956). Periods were found with the ANOVAmethod of Shwarzenberg-Czerny (1996). All four stars were also observed with the 0.9mShmidt-Cassegrain telesope equipped with the Rihardson spetrograph and WrightCCD amera. With 600 gr/mm grating we obtained spetra between 3500 and 5500 �Awith 2 �A/pix reiproal dispersion. These spetra, after standard redution performedwith IRAF pakage were used for spetral lassi�ation.Table 1. Basi data for new elipsing variablesStar name R.A. (J2000) DEC. (J2000) Comp. stars TypeHD 65498 08h00m45:s955 +42Æ10033:0007 HD 66174 EAGSC 02976-00001HD 67894 08h11m53:s503 +42Æ54036:0020 HD 67808 EB:HD 68195BD+20Æ2890 13h53m53:s848 +20Æ09043:0018 HD 120831 EWBD+20Æ2887GSC 03472-00641 14h21m44:s058 +46Æ41059:0037 BD+47Æ2136 EWBD+47Æ2141HD 65498 = BD+42Æ1795 = GSC 02976-01077 is reorded in Simbad database as astar of V=9:m75 with (B � V )=0:m48 and spetral type G. Our observations olletedduring 13 nights between February 23, 2003 and April 4, 2003 and onsisting of 232data points (Figure 1) show that HD 65498 is an algol-type variable (EA) with period ofabout 31.5 hour. In the primary minimum the observed brightness drops by �mV =0:m43.The seondary minimum is 0:m05 shallower and appears exatly in phase 0.5 indiatingirular orbit of the system. Both minima are of equal duration and last for about1For further information on SAVS see http://www.astri.uni.torun.pl/~gm/SAVS/.
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4 hours. Coordinates of HD 65498 oinide with those of an infra-red soure 2MASSJ0800459+421033. A preliminary ephemeris for the primary minimum is:Min: I = HJD 2452704:48836 + 1:d31324� E:�0:00054 � 0:00006 (1)Our spetrum of HD 65498 shows features harateristi for a F5V star (see Figure 5).
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Figure 1. CCD light urve of HD 65498
Variability of HD 67894 = BD+43Æ1775 = GSC 02979-02218 was disovered during23 nights between Otober 23, 2002 and April 10, 2002. 278 data points were olleted intotal. HD 67894 has V=9:m98 and (B�V )=0:m40, and is lassi�ed as a star of spetral typeof G0 in Simbad. As it is seen in Figure 2, the di�erene between minima is onsiderable.The depth of the primary minimum is �mV =0:m28 and an amplitude of the seondaryminimum is 0:m18. Therefore, despite of a short period and a late spetral type, welassi�ed the system basing on the light-urve morphology as an elipsing variable of� Lyrae type. Due to positions oinidene we identify HD 67894 with the IR soureobserved within 2MASS survey - 2MASS J0811535+425436. A preliminary ephemeris is:Min: I = HJD 2452722:47342 + 0:d378018� E:�0:00035 � 0:000015 (2)Basing on spetrum presented in Figure 5 we lassify HD 67894 as a F3V star.
BD+20Æ2890 = GSC 01473-01049 was noted as a variable star with an amplitude about0:m2 by Oja (1985) during a photoeletri UBV photometry survey for stars loated nearthe North Galati Pole. The V magnitude for the star of interest is 10.4 and olor indies(B�V )=0:m38 and (U �B) = �0:m02 (Oja, 1985). Our photometri data (Figure 3) showthat BD+20Æ2890 is an elipsing binary of W UMa type hanging its brightness with an
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Figure 2. CCD light urve of HD 67894
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Figure 3. CCD light urve of BD+20Æ2890
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amplitude in the primary minimum by �mV =0:m37 and with a period of just over a halfof a day. The seondary minimum is 0:m07 brighter. Observations were performed during14 nights between April 21, 2003 and June 1, 2003. 309 single photometri measurementswere olleted. In our data the objet is blended with its fainter ompanion loated 20ar seonds south. The ephemeris of a primary minimum is given by formula:Min: I = HJD 2452788:42371 + 0:d53158� E:�0:00025 � 0:00002 (3)Optial spetrum (Figure 5) allows us to assign the A9III spetral type to BD+20Æ2890.
GSC 03472-00641 is the last new variable presented in this paper. Photometry fromto TYCHO-2 Catalogue (H�g et al. 2000) gives V=11:m32 and (B � V )=0:m45. Our214 data points olleted during 12 nights between April 19, 2003 and May 7, 2003 showthat GSC 03472-00641 is a W UMa system with a period of almost 8 hours. The ob-tained light urve is presented in Figure 4. The primary and seondary minima havean amplitude of �mV =0:m50 and �mV =0:m39 respetively. Due to positions oinidenewe identify GSC 03472-00641 with the infra-red soure 2MASS J1421440+464159. Apreliminary ephemeris for the primary minimum is following:Min: I = HJD 2452764:50965 + 0:d318618� E:�0:00030 � 0:000081 (4)Presented in Figure 5 spetrum of GSC 03472-00641 is most similar to G5III type.
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Figure 4. CCD light urve of GSC 03472-00641
Aknowledgements: This researh made use of the SIMBAD data base, operated bythe CDS at Strasbourg, Frane. This paper is based on observations olleted at Piwnieobservatory.
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Figure 5. Optial spetra of the program stars in the blue. Positions of the most signi�ant spetralfeatures are indiated
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ERRATUM FOR IBVS 5431Geert Hoogeveen reported the following error:IBVS No. item printed orret5431 RA (BD +20Æ2890) 13h53m53:s848 13h53m13:s848


